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TAKACHIHO GOGO - SHIIBAYAMA SITE

- Designated as GIAHS in 2015
- 3 towns and 2 villages
  - Takachiho, Hinokage, Gokase, Morotsuka, Shiiba-
- Population: 25,000
- Area: 1410 km² (92% = forest, 3% = farmlands)
JOINT MANAGEMENT
GIAHS PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

GIAHS Takachihogo- Shiibayama Revitalization Association

Miyazaki Univ.  Takachiho H.S.

GOALS
1. Provide GIAHS education to young generation and make them have confidence and pride about the site.
2. Provide academic analysis about the site
GIAHS ACADEMY
- Active learning education program with GIAHS -

【GOALS】
1. Find the value and the issues of the site and have confidence and ownership
2. Give opportunities and hints for the students about their carrier
GIAHS ACADEMY
- Active learning education program with GIAHS -

Irrigation Maintenance
Private lecture @Miyazaki Univ.
Delivery Lecture @Elementary School
Presentation @Symposium
GIAHS ACADEMY
- Active learning education program with GIAHS -

GIAHS Junior-High School Students Summit

• Date: 2018.1.20
• Place: Takachiho town
• Participants: approx. 200 students from 11 H.S. Schools

GIAHS Academy students joined the summit as advisers to give comments to junior high school students. The summit was held by our association with other two GIAHS sites in Kyushu (Oita and Kumamoto).
GIAHS ACADEMY
- Active learning education program with GIAHS -

Challenge for **Crowdfunding**

GIAHS Academy students launched the project to make uniform jackets for GIAHS Academy. In order to raise money for the project we have challenged crowdfunding.
GIAHS ACADEMY
- Active learning education program with GIAHS -

GIAHS Study Tour 2018

• Date: 2018.7.22~24
• Place: Takachihogo-Shibiayama site
• Management: NPO Glocal Academy
• Participantes: 15 high school students
  7 University students (Harvard Univ., Yell Univ., etc.)
• Goal: Learn GIAHS, culture and history of the site and give them an opportunities to think about the value, the issues and the possibility of the site with global perspective.
GIAHS ACADEMY
- Active learning education program with GIAHS -

GIAHS Academy Web Magazine

- Website dedicated to only GIAHS Takachihogo-Shiibayama site
- The articles will be written GIAHS Academy Students, locals and etc., from the site.
- Will be released online soon.....
WHY GIAHS ACADEMY?
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Decreasing the population, Aging Society, Successor problems, etc......

Share not only the value but also the issues and the possibilities of Takachihogo-Shiibayama site, especially with young generation, is the fundamental action.